This experimental campaign focused on the analysis of the feasibility for impulse generation of a repetitively pulsed airbreathing laser lightcraft at hypersonic speeds. The future application of interest for this basic research endeavor is the laser launch of nano-and microsatellites (i.e., 1-100 kg payloads) into low Earth orbit, at low cost and on demand. These laser propulsion experiments employed a hypersonic shock tunnel, integrated with twin gigawatt pulsed Lumonics 620-TEA CO 2 lasers to produce the required test conditions. Time-dependent surface pressure distributions were recorded together with schlieren movies of the flowfield structure resulting from the laser energy deposition, at nominal Mach numbers ranging from 6 to 10. The laser induced breakdown occurring off-surface and across the inlet's midchannel was analyzed and discussed against previous theoretical and experimental results. The data indicated laser induced pressure increases of 0.7-0.9 bar with laser pulse energies of ∼170 J, on an off-shroud induced breakdown condition and a freestream Mach number of six. The results of this research corroborate the feasibility of laser powered airbreathing flight with infinite specific impulse (Isp ∞).
I. Introduction B EAMED energy propulsion (BEP) is a disruptive technology that portends to complement and later supersede chemical rockets, at least for micro-and nanosatellite launch applications in the near future. In this concept, high-intensity electromagnetic radiation is beamed from a remote (ground based) laser radiation source to a vehicle in flight, for direct conversion into thrust. Quite unlike chemical rockets, BEP takes its flight propulsive energy from this transmitted beam, rather than carrying it onboard as a massive fuel load. In airbreathing BEP engines, the working fluid is air, so thrust is produced by momentum exchange with the atmosphere; in the BEP concept considered in this paper, i.e., pulsed laser thermal propulsion, thrust is produced by heating and expelling the working fluid at a high velocity: no chemical propellant is needed, therefore some of the drawbacks inherent to chemical systems are avoided, such as toxic and explosive hazards and all the complexity and costs required to ensure safety. Another inherent advantage of this concept is foregoing onboard propellant for atmospheric flight, because the atmospheric air captured by the vehicle's inlet can be used as a single source of working fluid, enabling operation at I sp ∞ within the atmosphere. Once outside the sensible atmosphere, I sp 2000 s can be achieved with the use of onboard stored working fluid. The only limitations to specific impulse and thrust are the limits on beam propagation through the atmosphere, coupling between incoming laser radiation, and momentum transfer between working fluid and the lightcraft vehicle.
By not having to lift the propulsive energy source in flight, BEP vehicles can leave the most heavy and expensive components on the ground as reusable power-plant infrastructure, for which the capital cost is amortized over copious launches. Furthermore, BEP is an environmentally friendly technology: no pollutants are emitted during operation. Although no critical scientific or technological breakthroughs prevent the realization of BEP single-stage-to-orbit flights in the foreseeable future, the venture will require an arduous process of engineering adaptation. A state-of-the-art review on BEP, more specifically its pulsed laser counterpart, is given by Salvador [1] , in which worldwide research and advances in the field are analyzed.
The work outlined in this paper represents a solid initial step toward a thorough investigation of all Laser Propulsion (LP) propulsion modes and flight regimes encountered by a lightcraft in its Earth-to-Orbit (ETO) flight, from liftoff to final orbit circularization. In the present work, to keep the research objectives both feasible and manageable, experiments were focused on the Mach 7-10 laser "scramjet" regime, which represents a narrow portion of the entire lightcraft flight trajectory, as studied in the past [2, 3] .
Extensive research into and analyses of the subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic flight envelope facing a lightcraft launch are clearly needed. Such investigations must include the consideration of novel engine/vehicle geometrical and design iterations that go well beyond the first embryonic lightcraft concepts created, as well as new trajectory profiles, laser beam parameters, beam propagation, infrastructure and cost analysis, and so on. All such needs will drive LP research objectives for years to come.
Prior research on airbreathing LP has been limited to the following: 1) stationary thrust stand tests; 2) short free flights (some wire and tube guided) at low subsonic flight speeds; 3) laser energy deposition and static thrust generation studies (the most extensive studies), wherein the impulse and momentum coupling coefficients are measured with ballistic pendulums and/or load cells; and 4) numerical studies, very few of which are calibrated on real experimental data. These direct force/impulse measurements fail to reveal interdependent relationships between engine, optics, and vehicle geometry; the blast wave expansion dynamics; and the impulse generation process.
To adequately assess the impact of such lightcraft geometrical features upon the impulse generation process requires a completely different experimental technique, wherein 1) the resultant impulse is measured by integrating time-variant pressure distributions created over engine surfaces; 2) such pressure traces are correlated with highspeed visualization and recording of the expanding laser generated blast waves; and 3) the measurement of the thermal imprint of such laser generated blast waves is performed, as the blast waves expand over the engine's "hot section" and impulse surfaces. The first item requires an array of appropriately placed piezoelectric pressure transducers over the lightcraft model; the second item is a digital camera with a frame rate of 1000 frames per second (FPS) or better. To address the last item, in-depth knowledge of the distributed heat transfer load over the LP engine can be enabled with an array of heat transfer gages distributed or concentrated near the heavily loaded engine hot section surfaces.
The primary objectives of the current work were 1) measurement of time-dependent surface pressure distributions over a twodimensional (2-D) laser lightcraft engine cross section, including the hot section and other internal surfaces (the absorption chamber), and 2) visualization of laser induced blast wave expansions responsible for pressure increase (thus impulse generation), as well as its interaction with incoming hypersonic flow.
The work presented herein was performed at hypersonic flow conditions ranging from approximately Mach 6-10. To secure the realization of this experiment, several complex apparatus and sophisticated tools must be made available and operational, which is described next.
II. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
This LP experimental setup involved a hypersonic shock tunnel (HST), one CO 2 laser, a 2-D cross-sectional LightCraft model, and a requisite instrumentation/data acquisition system. Accurate triggering of all events was mandatory because the entire HST test window was typically ∼3.0 ms depending on the desired HST flow condition, whereas the laser energy deposition time (∼1 μs) and subsequent blast wave expansion (∼200 μs) were substantially shorter. A more detailed description of the experimental setup is given by Salvador et al. [4] and is briefly described next.
A. Hypersonic Shock Tunnel
During this campaign, the T3 HST facility at the Henry T. Nagamatsu Laboratory for Aerothermodynamics and Hypersonic (HTNLAH), as shown in Fig. 1 , was used to generate the hypersonic flow over a 2-D LightCraft model. The T3 tunnel enables test section flow conditions varying from low to high enthalpies, simulating Mach numbers from approximately 6 to 15, by replacing the nozzle throat and exit sections and varying the driver section pressure and gas composition . For this particular HST, test times vary from 2 to 10 ms, with longer test times for lower Mach numbers. The tunnel can generate flows with enthalpies up to 10 MJ∕kg, with reservoir pressures up to 25 MPa, which leads to stagnation pressures up to 200 atm and stagnation temperatures up to 7500 K in the test section.
This tunnel is composed of a 4.08-m-long driver section that can operate at pressures up to 35 MPa (5000 psi, 345 bar). A double diaphragm section (DDS) is placed between the driver and driven sections. The DDS houses four solenoid valves and the stainless steel diaphragms that control the exact moment of the experiment initiation; a third diaphragm can be used to operate the tunnel in the gaseous piston mode if required [5] . This DDS section is usually filled at half of the driver's pressure, and once this section is rapidly vented by activating the solenoid valves the higher differential pressure forces the rupture of both diaphragms and hence the onset of HST operation. Argon was selected for the DDS working fluid because it is an inert gas with high molecular weight, which helps to prevent gas diffusion between the helium-air contact surface formed after the diaphragms burst. A contraction region is placed just downstream of the DDS, reducing the diameter of the driver section to match that of the driven one, producing a stronger shock wave [5, 6] .
The driven section is 10.5 m long with 127 mm internal diameter, and its downstream nozzle end is strengthened to serve as a "reservoir" for the high-pressure reflected region, when operated in the reflected mode [5] . Instrumentation ports along the length of the tunnel were fitted with three pressure transducers, measuring the incoming shock wave speed and the reservoir pressure and triggering the remaining test equipment, including the Cordin high-speed digital camera, the Lumonics 622 CO 2 laser, and the data acquisition system. At the downstream end of the driven section is an aluminum diaphragm, separating this section from the evacuated dump tank, which ruptures with the incidence of the shock wave and starts the flow through the expansion nozzle. The convergent-divergent nozzle section comprises a replaceable "throat" insert and 15 deg half-angle multisection conical nozzle. For most experiments performed in the present research, the last nozzle section was removed to decrease the standard 610 mm exit diameter (which gives an ideal Mach number of 10.0), down to 491.0 mm for an ideal Mach number of 9.12. This 15 deg half-angle nozzle can be sectioned to vary the flow conditions at the test section, located inside a 1.8-m-diam by 1.26-m-long segment of the dump tank. The test section is fitted with a horizontal hollow sting model mount, which also provides a 20 cm clearaperture beam tube for laser beam injection. An anodized aluminum infrared window mount at the end of this hollow sting, fitted with a 2-in.-thick NaCl window, completes the assembly.
The test section/dump tank is equipped with four orthogonally placed ports with a 50 cm aperture for optical diagnosis and instrumentation feedthrough, with the top and bottom ports being strong enough to support heavy models. In the present experiments, the test section side ports were fitted with 30 cm quartz windows for schlieren photographs.
B. Lumonics TEA-620 Lasers
Pulsed infrared laser energy was supplied by one of the two Lumonics TEA-620 CO 2 lasers available, which share the same resonator cavity. An attractive feature of these TEA-620 lasers is their ability to deliver a very short (∼1 μs) high-energy pulse, up to 500 J each, while operating in the stable resonator mode with peak powers of 2.2 GW. In the unstable resonator mode used throughout this work, the TEA-620 has a small output beam divergence measured in the submilliradian range, with pulses up to 300 J. In this experiment, the laser was charged to 60-70% of its rated maximum charge of 100 kV. This decision reduced the 620's available output laser energy to a range of 150-230 J∕pulse. These lasers can be configured to fire sequentially for multipulse LP experiments to examine the interaction of two laser induced blast waves within a lightcraft's absorption chamber, under simulated ultra-high-pulse repetition frequency (PRF) conditions. These Lumonics TEA-620 lasers can operate with several different gas mixtures that produce different laser output pulse profiles and energies. A high-gain (HG) mixture was used, which produced a short ∼1 μs pulse with a higher fraction of the pulse energy contained in the initial ∼90 ns spike than in the long tail. The laser pulse characteristics achieved with this HG mixture are displayed in Table 1 . Further information on the refurbished TEA-620's cavity and required supplemental setup can be found in the work of Salvador [1] . For the laser transmission to the HST, a special "light-tight" laser beam delivery path was assembled, starting at the 622 laser, encountering a sequence of optical elements (i.e., the "optical train") that are arranged in the order shown in Fig. 2 . Approximately 8% of the incident 10.6 μm beam energy is diverted to through a beamsplitter to a Gentec UP60N-40S-H9 thermopile calorimeter, and another portion of this split beam is diverted into a Hamamatsu B749 photon drag detector, for the measurement of the pulse profile [1] . This beam diagnosis setup measured the laser pulse energy for every test run and was calibrated with the use of a secondary calorimeter, placed inside the test section.
The beamsplitter calibration plot is given in Fig. 3 , together with the linear fit results and corresponding instrument measurement error. The laser pulse profile dictated by the laser kinetics for the gas composition filling the active cavity volume and discharge dynamics revealed little variation, because the laser-gas mixture composition was kept unchanged. The pulse profile in Fig. 4 indicates that approximately 70% of the pulse energy resides in the spike, with the remaining 30% in the remainder of the pulse tail. [2, 7] analyzed by the nowdefunct Strategic Defense Initiative Organization LP Program, and it is scaled to fit inside the HST 0.6 m T3 test section. A derivative of previous LP research performed at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, the 250-mm-wide 2-D aluminum model is composed of three basic parts: 1) the forebody compression ramp, 2) inlet/shroud, and 3) primary parabolic mirror/expansion surface. The external compression inlet forebody directs the captured airflow across the shroud's flat impulse surface, which bounds the laser absorption chamber. When the incoming laser beam is brought to a line focus (as shown in Fig. 5 ) upon this shroud undersurface, the aluminum "igniter" material greatly lowers the incident laser intensity and fluence required to trigger the optical air breakdown [8] .
The geometry for this model's external compression air inlet is similar to that studied in the past [2, 9] , but the length was truncated to represent only part of an actual scale nose cone in order to fit within the T3 HST nozzle. section is instrumented with three pressure transducers (P2, P3, and P4) distributed lengthwise along the centerline.
Following the compression ramp comes a smooth transition or "throat" section just upstream of the primary focusing optics. This rear parabolic reflector has three main functions: 1) focus the incoming laser beam to cause the electrical air breakdown on the shroud undersurface; 2) act as an inner lower boundary of the absorption chamber, containing the subsequent cylindrical blast wave generated by laser induced breakdown; and 3) participate as an expansion surface for the blast-wave-processed airflow. In this 2-D model, the primary reflector is composed of a sturdy aluminum "hardback" machined with the desired parabolic contour, to which a polished Oxygen Free High Conductivity copper faceplate was attached to create the 2-D mirror [10] . The primary rear reflector was fitted with four pressure sensors (P10-P13 in Fig. 5 ).
The 2-D shroud provides both air inlet capture and absorption chamber functions, and its shape is similar to that adopted by Katsurayama et al. [11, 12] in their M 5.0 numerical analysis, as well as the LTD's shroud contour used in the previous conceptual studies. The 2-D shroud is composed of a simple planar inner wall, also fitted with four pressure transducers (P6-P9 in Fig. 5 ). Figure 6 shows the model installed in the HST test section.
The shroud can be placed at different positions with respect to the model's centerbody, because the mechanical support system for the articulating shroud was designed for three degrees of freedom. For the static (i.e., quiescent flow) experiments performed previously [4] , the laser line focus was kept at the same axial position upon the shroud undersurface; to change the angle of attack for the experiments, the shroud is simply rotated about this line focus. During these hypersonic experiments, the axial focal line position was varied along the shroud to accommodate desired test conditions.
The influence of the radially expanding flowfield exiting the HST conical nozzle was neglected in the present experiments; the hypersonic flow is bounded to some extent by the 2-D model's polycarbonate side panels. The principal function of the side panels was to support the shroud while providing an unobstructed view of the laser induced gas dynamic phenomena taking place within the absorption chamber. These side panels introduce oblique shock waves into the engine interior flowfield, a phenomenon which was not visualized by the schlieren visualization setup, with its effects considered negligible in these experiments.
D. Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
A full diagnostic array is required to monitor all essential components of the experimental setup. The pressure inside the evacuated dump tank and test section of the HST is measured by a BOC Edwards APG-L-NW16 Active Pirani vacuum gauge, read by a model 1575 pressure display.
The TEA-620 laser system was fitted with a Teledyne model 3190 trace oxygen analyzer for measuring O 2 contamination levels in the laser-gas mix, to assure that a "glow discharge" was established across the resonator electrodes instead of damaging arcs [1] .
The 2-D model was instrumented with 13 piezoelectric PCB Piezotronics, Inc. pressure transducers: 12 for measuring the pressure distribution along the model centerline and 1 installed in a separate pitot probe.
An ultra-high-speed Cordin digital camera was integrated to a schlieren optical visualization setup for analyzing the timedependent flowfield structure inside the 2-D absorption chamber; the objective was to capture the evolving Laser Supported Detonation wave driven, expanding blast wave dynamics, and subsequent blast/ flow interactions within the engine working fluid.
The mirror-based schlieren setup adopted a standard "Z" configuration with two flat folding mirrors with the test section in between. A schematic of this system is depicted in Fig. 7 . The effective viewing aperture was 250 mm in diameter, dictated by the size of the quartz windows installed in the two test section ports bounding the test section. This schlieren system is composed of a pulsed xenon flash lamp, an optical slit and focusing lens, two parabolic and three flat mirrors, the knife edge providing the necessary light cutoff, and the Cordin 550 rotating mirror ultra-highspeed camera.
The Cordin 550 camera can acquire 32 frames with a maximum resolution of 1000 × 1000 pixels at up to 2 × 10 6 FPS in full color. Such frame rates are achieved by a multifaceted mirror spinning at high speeds, surrounded by 32 CCD elements that acquire images as the mirror rotates. Mirror rotation is driven by a turbine wheel supplied with high-pressure N 2 for frame rates up to 500,000 FPS and pressurized helium for the highest speeds. Even though extremely high speeds can be achieved, the present work demanded more modest 50,000-100,000 FPS because of technical reasons related to the high electromagnetic interference (EMI) generated when the 620-TEA lasers were fired.
Two 16-channel Yokogawa DL750 Scopecorders comprised most of the data acquisition system: one for the LP model pressure distributions and the other for HST instrumentation. These DL750s can record up to 10 MS∕s for all 16 channels for the duration of the test window. Raw pressure data from the model's piezoelectrics were pre-amplified by a 16-channel PCB 481A02 signal conditioner. The Yokogawa DL750 easily interfaced with the favored data analysis software (Microcal Origin), without the need for preprocessing. Data acquisition for the TEA-620's diagnostic instrumentation was performed by a Tektronix TDS2014 (100 MHz, 1 GS∕s); the laser pulse profile was sensed by a Hamamatsu B749 photon drag detector. The Gentec's UP-60N calorimeter readout was acquired by a Pentium PC computer. All remaining data gathered during the LP experiments (laser-gas constituent feed rates, etc.) were hand recorded from direct readouts on standard analog/digital gauges and other stand-alone instruments.
III. Results
The hypersonic experiments were performed on the 2-D model with the intent of assessing the feasibility of laser powered flight for purely airbreathing lightcraft engines in the Mach 6-10 regime. This section presents a qualitative analysis of the laser-scramjet impulse generation process and dominant features, identified from highspeed schlieren flow visualizations of the flow structure, along with measured pressure histories over inner surfaces of the 2-D engine's laser absorption chamber.
The objective of these ground tests was to explore the hypersonic performance of a laser lightcraft engine along an airbreathing flight trajectory to low Earth orbit, with the HST duplicating such environmental conditions. The two principal parameters that assure flow similitude between flight and ground tests are the Reynolds number and Mach number. Matching of these two nondimensional parameters is necessary to achieve similitude in velocity and pressure; however, if similitude in temperature, heat transfer, reaction rates, and continuity is also to be achieved, additional parameters including the Prandtl, Damköler, and Knudsen numbers must be considered, which exceeds the scope of the present work. Further information on hypersonic test requirements and similarity can be found in [13, 14] .
The LTD concept vehicle was used for the reference point in designing the present 2-D laser-scramjet model. An optimized ETO launch trajectory (Fig. 8) for laser launch was developed [3] using SORT flight dynamics software. This altitude vs Mach number trajectory was subsequently applied in numerical simulations [15] of flowfields over (and through) various lightcraft engine/vehicle geometries, at speeds ranging from low subsonic up to Mach 5. The Reynolds numbers encountered along this optimized laser launch trajectory are plotted vs Mach number in Fig. 9 , along with T3 experimental conditions for the present test campaign.
The STCALC code, developed at the HTNLAH laboratory [16] , was used to calculate freestream properties incident upon the 2-D laser-scramjet model, directly from gas conditions behind the incident/reflected shock wave at the downstream end of the driven section (reservoir). This code accounts for real gas effects in the T3 tunnel, through the use of tabulated air properties assuming chemical and thermodynamic equilibrium. The code requires as input 1) the gas constant and specific heat ratio, 2) the initial driven-section pressure and temperature, and 3) the incident shock wave transit time through the driven tube. This transit time is measured by two pressure sensors located at known positions at the end of the driven section. The STCALC program requires the input of the measured reservoir pressure, instead of that calculated by reflected shock relations, which enables the calculation of both flowthrough and reflectedmode operation of the HST [5, 6] , wherein different reservoir conditions are achieved depending on the mode of operation. Several experimental conditions were selected, although some of these experiment results are not reported in this paper. For all those results, the reader is directed to the work of Salvador [1] .
Once the reservoir conditions are obtained, the next step is the calculation of freestream flow conditions at the exit station of the conical nozzle, achieved by considering the pressure data from the pitot probe. Successful operation of the combined system (T3 HST, 620-TEA laser, high-speed camera, 2-D model, and HST diagnostics) required precise timing of all involved systems, to assure proper timing for the multiple triggers in the experiment; the principal reference used was the incident shock arrival time at the nozzle entrance. To assure that the flow over the model was fully established, the main trigger signal followed 1.320 ms later, activating the data acquisition system, schlieren light source, and the laser with a 50 μs delay and the camera with a 250 μs delay. The camera pretrigger was set at −220 μs, so it actually started acquiring images before the laser fired. The entire model was tilted downward at 0, 4, and 7.5 deg from horizontal on different experimental runs, providing stronger inlet bow shock waves, larger inlet capture areas, and more highly compressed inlet flows. Note that the LTD engine/vehicle geometry was designed for lower design Mach numbers of 5 and below [2, 3] and much higher laser pulse energies (e.g., linear energy density at the focal line up to 87.5 J∕cm around the 1.2-m-diam focal ring).
These results are grouped by similar test conditions, i.e., freestream properties and Mach number, and model configuration, specifically, 1) centerbody inclination with respect to the HST nozzle axis and 2) shroud leading-edge distance from the laser focal line and shroud pitch with respect to the nozzle axis.
The initial runs were carried out at M ∼ 8.6 with the shroud set at 25 deg inclination. The driven section was pressurized to 2.5 times atmospheric with synthetic air. During these first runs, three different situations were analyzed: 1) laser on with hypersonic flow, 2) laser off with the same hypersonic flow conditions, and 3) laser on while the model was rested in the evacuated dump tank right before the onset of the test flow.
From the pressure data obtained over the model during these runs, a simultaneous response of the signals at every sensor could be seen when the laser was fired. This does not correspond to the pressure increase from the laser induced blast, which has to take place with a delay between sensors, as the blast wave expands, and shown in the previous chapter at static conditions. This behavior was found to be caused by a "hammering effect" produced by the laser induced breakdown and subsequent blast over the surface of the shroud with reduced local pressure, analogous to a hammer impact at the laser focal point, as seen in Fig. 11 . This response is not seen at higher ambient pressures, due to a larger amount of the laser energy being transferred to the air at the inner surface of the shroud. This mechanism of energy transfer to the shroud surface behaves as a "soft hammer," dampening the mechanical impact caused during the process. This differs from the case of a near vacuum environment, in which little of the breakdown energy is absorbed by the surrounding air. Other actions were also taken toward mitigation of mechanical vibration interference [17] .
During this phase, the high-speed camera used for the schlieren imaging of the phenomena operated erratically due to the EMI noise generated by the TEA 620 lasers. Most of the 32 frames available for the camera acquisition were lost, with some of the visible frames were left in a scrambled order. Only the runs performed without laser energy deposition were flawlessly acquired.
EMI problems with the high-speed Cordin camera were eventually resolved, along with other issues affecting the experimental setup. The complete solution of the EMI problem would entail an experimental setup with the laser completely shielded from the camera system, to avoid the 2.0 GW power supply pulse from interfering with the high-speed camera CMOS logic (3 V).
Runs 12-15 were performed without the lightcraft model's shroud and will not be discussed herein. For run16 (M 5.96; T ∞ 258.3 K; P ∞ 5.32 kPa; E p 187 19 J), the shroud was set at −4 deg incidence (from horizontal), with the undersurface positioned slightly above the primary optics' focal line. The entire model was pitched further forward, toward the flow direction in 7.5 deg. A six-frame schlieren image montage from run 16 is displayed in Fig. 12 , wherein the shock wave off the lower leading edge of the shroud is clearly visible. The bow shock wave formed over the inlet compression ramp/forebody meets with the shroud's shock wave at a point near where the laser induced breakdown occurs. The resultant expanding blast wave appears to interact with the shroud undersurface as it is convected downstream (see the image at 22.6 μs); however, the reflected shock off the shroud undersurface appears unaffected. The secondary shock formed off the inlet compression ramp/forebody is triggered off by a small surface discontinuity on the inlet compression ramp just before the cylindrical transition section to the rear optics. Figure 13 gives the pressure traces measured by the PCB sensors across the shroud undersurface. The blast wave arrival times are clearly registered by P9 and P7, but no perturbation is seen by P6, as expected and confirmed by the schlieren images.
Runs 16 and 17 (M 5.94; T ∞ 256.8 K; P ∞ 6.25 kPa; E p 186 19 J) displayed very similar pressure distributions across the shroud undersurface, despite the differences in test section freestream properties and diverse laser induced blast wave dynamics captured in the schlieren movies. A comparison of these distributions in Fig. 13 (run 16) and Fig. 14 (run 17 ) reveals that the blast wave in run 16 propagated further upstream on the shroud before dissipating (note the small perturbation in the P6 signal); a similar response was not registered in run 17, however. Other features observed in run 17's schlieren images (Fig. 15 ) and long exposure photograph in Fig. 16  are 1 ) a more pronounced interaction of the laser induced blast wave with the pre-established flow structure and shroud and 2) earlier restabilization of the disturbed flowfield, probably accentuated by the higher freestream pressure and density (P ∞ and ρ ∞ ).
For run 18, the shroud was pitched to 7.5 deg (further counterclockwise), to align its undersurface parallel with the model centerbody, which was kept at 7.5 deg from horizontal; the freestream P ∞ and ρ ∞ were considerably reduced relative to the previous runs, and the laser pulse energy of 121 12 J was also lower. Several important features are captured in the schlieren images of Fig. 17 . Note the bifurcated shape of the laser induced breakdown in the first image and the subsequent sequence portraying the dynamics of an inlet unstart, which could be due to two factors: 1) the reduced static pressure under the shroud (thus, there is less resistance to blast wave propagation upstream) and 2) the lower shroud pitch angle (7.5 deg) with respect to freestream flow, causing a weaker shock off the shroud leading edge. These results are corroborated by the PCB traces in Fig. 18 , which track the blast wave arrival at P6, P7, and P9, and subsequent reestablishment of the flow after the disturbance is swept downstream.
As seen in Figs. 12, 15, and 17, an oblique shock wave is attached at the shroud leading edge, despite the 7.5 deg negative inclination with respect to the test section axis. This result supports the hypothesis that the smaller (491 mm) HST nozzle exit delivers a conical expanding flowfield into the test section with a nonnegligible radial component striking the inclined 2-D model and shroud, which is a clear departure from the desired condition of quasi-parallel flow over the model in the test section. In runs 21-23, this effect was reduced, albeit not entirely mitigated, with the reinstallation of the last section (610 mm) of the HST expansion nozzle. Future tests will employ reduced size lightcraft models, to keep their boundaries within the central core section of the expanded flowfield, where the parallel flow assumption is valid.
Run 19 was performed at test conditions identical to run 18, with only a slight difference in the freestream conditions and laser pulse energy (177 18 J). Because of EMI, the schlieren image sequence following laser induced air breakdown was lost. The pressure distribution across the undersurface of the shroud is displayed in Fig. 19 , along with the photon drag detector trace, which provides laser pulse timing.
New HST test conditions were set for the final runs, in which the freestream Mach number was increased substantially from the prior series (performed at Mach 5.95), with the same stagnation temperature of about 1850 K. For run 20, the same 2-D model centerbody and shroud configuration were retained (both at 7.5 deg). The T3 test section Mach number was increased from 5.95 to 8.6 simply by changing the nozzle throat insert, with the reservoir Fig. 21 gives the laser pulse timing. Note that all signals simultaneously jumped when the air breakdown took place at the surface of the shroud (the "hammer"), and the subsequent pressure increases (caused by the propagating blast wave) are seen as offset peaks in Fig. 21 , quite in contrast to previous results from runs [16] [17] [18] [19] , despite the same geometrical configuration employed.
For runs 21-24, the last section of the conical divergent nozzle leading to the test section was reinstalled, bringing the exit diameter from 491 mm back up to 610 mm, for a nominal Mach number of 10.0 (calculated equilibrium condition of M ∼ 9.45). In run 21, the model/ shroud geometry was unchanged from run 20, the only difference in the test setup being the freestream condition and laser pulse energy of 196 20 J. Schlieren and pressure distribution data are shown in Figs. 22 and 23 . The long exposure photograph in Fig. 24 was also taken during the run, in which the unique bifurcated luminous plasma is caused by the hollow laser beam emitted from the TEA-620 unstable resonator.
Figure 22 also reveals the interaction dynamics for the laser induced breakdown and blast wave with the established Mach 9.44 flow structure and shroud undersurface. The upper left schlieren image reveals that air breakdown is triggered in two regions simultaneously: 1) a lower bifurcated breakdown centered across the inlet gap and 2) a second surface-induced breakdown initiated at the focal line on the shroud undersurface. The cylindrical blast wave launched from the laser focal line is seen to propagate upstream, against the shroud undersurface and into the region directly behind the weak oblique shock attached to the shroud's leading edge; this causes the inlet to unstart at 22 4 μs after the laser energy deposition, just as this oblique shock detaches from the leading edge. Next, as the expanding blast wave is convected downstream, its interaction with the lower oblique bow shock wave formed off the compression ramp/forebody is clearly visualized. The whole process, from laser induced breakdown to the restoration of the original flowfield, takes just 292 4 μs.
After correlating dominant phenomena from the schlieren images sequence in Fig. 22 (run 21) , against the sensor traces in Fig. 23 , there can be little doubt that the common source of high-frequency mechanical vibration is due to the timing of laser induced breakdown at the shroud undersurface, leading to the hammer effect previously discussed. In contrast, the previous runs were performed at higher static pressures, wherein much of the laser energy was deposited across the inlet flowfield at some distance removed from the shroud undersurface, delivering a smoother interaction with reduced noise levels. Because of the excessive noise interference, accurate pressure readings across the shroud undersurface with P6, P7, and P9 could not be quantified; only the arrival times for the propagating laser induced blast wave can be inferred on the high-frequency noise signature. Shroud pressures can be accurately read only in runs for which no hammer effects are present and a solution to the hammer effect is necessary.
Runs 22-24 were carried out with HST setup conditions identical to run 21; however, the shroud was pitched even further forward to 24 deg with respect to horizontal, and its lower surface was placed 1.5 cm below the laser focus. All previous runs had the laser focal line placed coincident with the shroud undersurface to facilitate laser induced breakdown. Figure 25 (run 23) revealed a much weaker laser induced blast wave on the shroud undersurface than for run 21. Also, the absence of the bifurcated midchannel breakdown may be attributed to 1) the low laser pulse energy of 106 11 J, which was lower than usual, and 2) the 24 deg shroud inclination, which generated an expansion wave off the shroud's leading edge that interacted with the shock off the inlet compression ramp and further reduced the local static pressure across the inlet channel.
As in run 21, the schlieren image sequence in Fig. 25 captures a similar inlet unstart at 22 4 μs following the air breakdown for run 23, driven by the laser induced blast wave expanding across the shroud undersurface. The duration of the entire event was measured at 114 4 μs, roughly half that seen in run 21 due to the lower local static pressure and weaker laser pulse. Figure 26 shows the pressure distribution for run 23 along with the timing of schlieren frames in Fig. 25 . Significantly lower pressure increases were registered by passage of the laser generated blast wave, and the signal magnitudes in Fig. 26 were very near the random noise level, once more due to the reduced local static pressure and laser energy. In this case, the absence of the hammer effect was in large measure due to the low laser pulse energy and, more important, because the shroud lower surface was positioned below the laser focal line, resulting in a larger distributed air breakdown region.
IV. Discussion of the Results
These experiments allowed for the measurement of the surface pressure distribution over the shroud undersurface on the 2-D lightcraft configuration used. Also, the flow structure affected by the laser energy deposition could be visualized at different flight conditions with Mach numbers ranging from 6.0 to 10.0.
It must be noticed that during the experiments only off-design conditions were achieved. The off-design conditions start with the fact that geometrical similarity was not achieved. Second, the Mach numbers were higher than the M 5.0 stipulated in the previous work, from which most of the geometry was derived [2, 9] . Finally, the laser energy available was much lower than the 70 J∕cm required, at the line focus, by the half-scale Mercury lightcraft model. From the measured focal spot at the model (135 mm in length) and run-to-run pulse energy, the present experiments achieved greatly reduced linear energy density at the focal line, e.g., 13.3 J∕cm for a 180 J pulse, when compared to those foreseen for the LTD concept and did not expand throughout the 254-mm-wide model. Nonetheless, important information can be drawn from the present results.
From the flow visualization, it can be seen that the model used was prone to inlet unstart even at the reduced laser pulse energy used. The comparison of the time-dependent schlieren photographs from previous experiments [1] shows that the upstream propagation of the blast wave disturbances was accentuated by the presence of the model's shroud and is highly dependent on the local pressure. At run 18, with the lower freestream pressure, the blast wave disturbance clearly disrupts the established structure (shroud shock). This flow structure disruption is further accentuated at the higher Mach numbers obtained in runs 20-24, in which the inlet flow was unstarted by the upstream propagation of the laser induced blast. This is distinguishable by the creation of a detached bow shock at the leading edge of the shroud.
As can be seen, at higher Mach numbers, with decrease in ambient pressure, the difficulty in generating impulse without the unstarting of the inlet is accentuated, even more so considering the five times higher linear energy densities expected to enable sustained flight [2] . The unstart of the inlet causes drastic increase in drag coefficient and loss of the blast wave energy fraction available to be converted into impulse.
The design of optimized airbreathing lightcraft must focus on maximizing the pressure recovery previous to the laser focus, therefore maximizing the laser pulse energy allowed before the occurrence of inlet choking and subsequent unstart by upstream blast wave spillage. Many methods to avoid unstart of inlets by choking due to downstream pressure increase are used nowadays in propulsion systems and could be applied to future lightcraft, such as educated holes and active relief valves [18] . However, this inlet unstart is much more critical in the airbreathing lightcraft than in other systems such as scramjets. This comes from the high-pressure peaks inherent in the pulsed unsteady operation of the lightcraft and the short distances between the laser focus and the inlet entrance. Scramjets, on the other hand, operate continuously, with the energy added to the flow gradually and along a considerably longer channel; i.e., the aspect ratio between vehicle length and inlet size is much larger in a scramjet engine. This aspect ratio is a restriction in lightcraft vehicles arising from its stability requirements [19] . The inlet unstart also limits the lightcraft operation with the injection of propellant, which can be used to increase pressure at the focus at higher altitudes and speeds [1] . Future designs will have to compromise between inlet pressure recovery and attainable thrust, which will dictate the transition between airbreathing and rocket flight modes. This transition between airbreathing and rocket modes still cannot be quantified with the current data and might be required at earlier stages in the trajectory proposed in the literature [3] , before reaching Mach 10.0.
Continuing with the analysis of the schlieren images, most of the hypersonic experiments displayed a rather large portion of the incoming air being heated by the laser, with only a portion of this blast, namely, that directed toward the shroud surface, used toward pressure increase. The remainder of the blast energy is convected downstream with its energy being lost. Better confinement of the initial blast must be obtained, forcing it to expand over the absorption chamber surfaces (i.e., the aft body primary mirror), enabling the local pressure increase to be used toward thrust generation.
It can also be seen that the shape of the air breakdown region was highly dependent on the laser beam geometry. Runs 17, 18, and 21 clearly show a double bubble shape for the air breakdown, with the region between the bubbles corresponding to the hollow center of the beam.
Finally, the occurrence of breakdown at the midsection of the inlet channel was completely unforeseen, because the irradiance level at this section is much smaller than that expected at the surface focus (∼2 × 10 8 W∕cm 2 ) and because of the air breakdown taking place without the "catalyst" effect of the aluminum surface [1, 7] . A high level of impurities in the flow, including humidity, oil residuals from the HST compressors, and microscopic diaphragm particulates, is deemed as the cause for this low irradiance air breakdown. Experiments with a more controlled gas composition should be performed in the future, to analyze the effects of composition (mostly air humidity) on the laser induced air breakdown. The location and dynamics of the air breakdown will play an important role in future optimized lightcraft designs.
During the hypersonic experiments, the measurement of the pressure distribution was restricted to that taking place at the undersurface of the shroud. The pressure measurements at the compression ramp were used for the analysis of the time taken for the full establishment of the freestream at the test section and were not disturbed by the laser induced blast at any experiments. The same can be said about the pressure distribution over the primary optics, because the laser induced blast did not pose sufficient strength to propagate significantly in the radial direction before being fully convected downstream. Present in all the pressure signals displayed previously are two main noise sources. The first is the mechanical noise from the hammering effect, which hindered any quantitative analysis and was present in most of the runs, depending on the test condition. The other source of noise was the "ringing" generated following the laser deposition and present at every run, which could not be easily removed during data postprocessing. Despite the ringing, a fair assessment of the peak pressures caused by the interaction of the blast wave with the surface can be made in some of the runs, as shown in the previous section's plots.
From the data collected, it can be seen that a considerable pressure increase was achieved over the shroud's undersurface; however, the impulse can be considered negligible for this model's configuration. This is due to the resulting force in the flight direction being proportional to sin (Θ shroud ) and the shroud tilt angle (Θ shroud ) being 4 and 7.5 deg, depending on the test run. For the efficient use of the pressure increase due to the blast wave, directed expansion in the flight direction is necessary, with the use of the primary optics as expansion surface, prior to blast convection downstream. In light of these results, the quantitative analysis of the impulse generation at these hypersonic experiments was not performed. These results will require improvements in the quality of the data, to be pursued in future experiments.
From the comparison of both the surface pressure distribution at the shroud and the schlieren images, the refresh time of the engine can be estimated. The refresh time can also be considered as the lightcraft engine's cycle duration (τ cycle ), which dictates the laser PRF. For run 23, it can be seen that the blast wave perturbation was convected downstream of the focal point at approximately 149 μs according to the schlieren images. From the disturbances at the pressure traces, a more precise estimation is hard; however, it can be said to be between 100 and 200 μs. This leads to a PRF of approximately 5.0-10.0 kHz, at the given conditions. Similar blast wave residency times are obtained in runs [16] [17] [18] [19] . Run 21 presented a longer residency time of 292 μs, based on the schlieren and the reestablishment of the original flowfield and with the pressure disturbances also lasting on the order of 300 μs. The residency time is also highly dependent on the local flowfield and therefore geometry.
The main conclusion that can be extracted from these results is that powered flight at hypersonic speeds might be feasible, in light of the total overpressure achieved; however, drastic changes in the vehicle geometry are required. These geometry changes will have to aim at geometries optimizing inlet performance at the same time the absorption chamber geometry maximizes the pressure and density at the line focus. These geometric features have to direct the blast wave expansion and exhaust in the axial direction; however, a fraction of the expansion still has to occur radially to enable beam riding and self-stabilization at beam offset conditions [20] . Assessment of the higher and lower limits for each mode of operation also requires research at supersonic flight regimes.
V. Conclusions
Experiments were carried out under hypersonic flow conditions with two principal research objectives in mind: 1) measurement of time-dependent surface pressure distributions subsequent to pulsed laser energy deposition and the resulting laser induced blast wave expansion through the two-dimensional (2-D) model's absorption chamber and 2) schlieren visualization of the evolving flowfield and blast wave structures and their interaction with impulse generating surfaces. The results collected thus far have yielded invaluable insight for the future airbreathing laser propulsion engine research.
The following conclusions were achieved from the phase 1 hypersonic campaign:
1) The present 2-D model is prone to "inlet unstart" even at reduced pulse energies; inlet unstart is accentuated with increasing shroud inclination and subideal internal working fluid properties (static pressure and density). Improved lightcraft inlet designs must be devised to permit higher E P , greater peak engine pressures, and elevated impulse levels.
2) Increased blast wave confinement times and reduced working fluid flow speeds (with higher static pressure and density) enhance impulse delivery in the absorption chamber and plug nozzle.
3) The laser induced air breakdown geometry (inside the engine) is driven by the parabolic rear-optic focusing geometry upon the shroud but can also be dominated by particulate-induced breakdown triggered off "contaminants" in the T3 hypersonic flow. 4) PCB Piezotronics pressure sensor noise levels are very high. Because of the "hammer" effect previously described and excessive ringing, no C m analysis was possible.
5) An analysis of the time-variant pressure distributions and schlieren movies reveals that the engine's air refresh time (or propulsion cycle duration, τ cycle ), equates to a maximum pulse repetition frequency of approximately 10 kHz. Powered flight at hypersonic speeds, with nearly ideal specific impulse (Isp ∼ ∞), might be feasible, in light of the total overpressures achieved; however, drastic changes in the vehicle geometry are required. These geometry changes will have to aim at geometries optimizing inlet performance at the same time the absorption chamber geometry maximizes the pressure and density at the line focus. These geometric features have to direct the blast wave expansion and exhaust in the axial direction; however, a fraction of the expansion still has to occur radially to enable beam riding and self-stabilization at beam offset conditions. Assessment of the higher and lower limits for each mode of operation also requires research at supersonic flight regimes. Further research is still required with a more detailed analysis of time-variant surface pressure distributions in the absorption chamber, as well as interactions between two sequential blasts within the engine.
